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Technical / Divisional Awards

Award for the Advancement
of Surface Irrigation
The Award for the
Advancement of Surface Irrigation
seeks to recognize an individual,
group, or project that successfully
demonstrates and publicizes the
effective use of surface irrigation.
It is anticipated that the award and
associated publicity will further the
recognition of surface irrigation
methods as practical, efficient,
economical, and not labor intensive
when properly applied in conjunction with an adequately large
flexible water supply, adequate equipment, and adapted condition.
The Award for the Advancement of Surface irrigation is sponsored by the
Fund for Furthering Flexible Irrigation (4FI) under the Merriam Endowment
for Irrigation and Water Management at the California Polytechnic State
University, San Luis Obispo, CA.
The award recognition includes an engraved plaque.

Previous Award for the Advancement
of Surface Irrigation Award Winners
2000.....................................................Allen R. Rider
2001.........................................Theodor S. Strelkhoff
2002..............................................Glen E. Stringham
.................................................................Jack Keller
2003................................................. Robert E. Sojkal
........................................................Rodrick D. Lentz
2004..................................................... Phil L. Tacker
2005.................................................Wynn R. Wlaker
2006........................................... Albert J. Clemmens
2007..................................................Keith E. Admire
.............................................................. Doyle Burch

...............................................................John Hester
2008............................................Dean E. Eisenhauer
2009...................................................... No Recipient
2010...................................................... No Recipient
2011..............................................Dennis K. Carman
2012...........................................................Guy Fipps
2013...................................................... No Recipient
2014...................................................... No Recipient
2015.......................................... Juan Enciso-Medina
2016..........................................................Earl Vories
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Eduardo Bautista

Eduardo Bautista, is the recipient of the
2017 Award for the Advancement of Surface
Irrigation for leadership and vision in implementing
software to advance surface irrigation technology.
Bautista is an engineer with the USDA
Agricultural Research Service in the US Arid-Land
Agricultural Research Center in Maricopa, Arizona.
He conducts research aimed at improving water
management in irrigated agriculture and assessing the environmental impacts of irrigation. His
research focuses on the hydraulics and hydrology
of on-farm and project-scale irrigation systems. His
work also encompasses non-technical aspects of
irrigation, including institutional, managerial, and
social organizational aspects.
Bautista has advanced surface irrigation
through his research on hydraulic modeling of
surface irrigation systems, software development,
publications, and outreach. The impact of his work
is well known in the irrigation community. Bautista
had led the development team for WinSRFR, a software program for designing and evaluating surface
irrigation systems. The software was developed
for the USDA National Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS) and is used worldwide for practical analyses of irrigation systems, research, and
education. WinSRFR hides many of the complexities
of hydraulic analysis off irrigation systems and

provides results that are accessible to a wide range
of software users, regardless of their technical
background. He is well respected by the international community and has provided training on
surface irrigation and the use of WinSRFR around
the world.
A 28 year member of ASABE, Bautista is a
past leader of the ASABE Arizona section and the
Surface Irrigation technical committee. He is also
a member Environmental and Water Resources
Institute of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
where he served as leader of technical and organizational committees, and as chair of the Irrigation
and Drainage Council. He currently serves with the
Board of Directors of the United States Committee
on Irrigation and Drainage. He is an associate
editor with the Journal of Irrigation and Drainage
Engineering, Irrigation Science, and is a member of
the editorial advisory board for Agricultural Water
Management.
Bautista has authored or coauthored more
than 90 refereed journal articles, book chapters,
conference proceeding papers, and other publications. He has received several paper awards from
the Journal of Irrigation and Drainage Engineering
and also a best reviewer award from that same
publication.
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